Abstract-For most Earth observation applications, passive microwave radiometry from the geostationary orbit requires prohibitively large apertures for conventional single-satellite platforms. This paper proposes a novel interferometric technique capable of synthesizing these apertures using satellite formation flight. The significance of such concept is in its capacity to synthesize microwave apertures of conceptually unconstrained size in space for the first time. The technique is implemented in two formation flight configurations: a formation of a single full-sized satellite with microsatellites and a formation of several full-sized satellites. Practical advantages and challenges of these configurations are explored by applying them to geostationary atmospheric sounding at 53 GHz, the lowest sounding frequency considered for future sounder concepts Geostationary Atmospheric Sounder, GeoSTAR, and Geostationary Interferometric Microwave Sounder. The two configurations produce apertures of 14.4 and 28.8 m, respectively, and a spatial resolution of 16.7 and 8.3 km, respectively, from the geostationary orbit. The performance of these interferometers is simulated, and the challenges identified are threefold. First, intersatellite ranging in micrometer-level precision is required. Second, the extremely sparse design suggests that further innovation is necessary to improve radiometric resolution. Third, the presence of long baselines suggests extreme decorrelation effects are expected. While the first requirement has already been demonstrated on ground, the other two remain for future research. This technique can be implemented at arbitrary microwave frequencies and arbitrary circular orbits, meaning it can also be applied to other geostationary applications, or to achieve unprecedented spatial resolution from lower orbits, or to extend the accessible frequencies into lower frequency radio waves.
the surface and the atmosphere. Placing the instrument in the geostationary orbit has recently become feasible using interferometric techniques demonstrated by the Microwave Imaging Radiometer using Aperture Synthesis (MIRAS) instrument on board Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) [1] . Ongoing research focuses on applying the technique to develop a geostationary sounder at higher microwave frequencies for real-time temperature and humidity sounding, in order to significantly improve the accuracy of numerical weather prediction (NWP).
Conventional geostationary weather satellites are equipped with optical and IR sensors, which are unable to provide sounding data under cloudy conditions. Microwave sounders, on the other hand, operate under all weather conditions and have been vital for NWP; however, the achievable spatial resolution is limited at the low Earth orbit, where the current state of the art is 3 h, achieved by the Global Precipitation Measurement constellation [2] . For the significant improvement anticipated in NWP accuracy by introducing global realtime sounding, a full microwave sounding capability from the geostationary orbit is highly desired, and has been in consideration for the past number of years [3] .
Due to the diffraction limit, the aperture sizes necessary to achieve the required spatial resolution are prohibitive for conventional real aperture techniques. Current research aims to synthesize these apertures using interferometric techniques, where major developments include radiometer concepts GeoSTAR (NASA, [4] ), Geostationary Atmospheric Sounder (GAS) (European Space Agency, [5] ), and Geostationary Interferometric Microwave Sounder (GIMS) (National Space Science Center, China, [6] ). These instruments, however, are all designed for single-satellite platforms, and the achievable aperture sizes are still fundamentally constrained by satellite's physical size. If larger apertures are required, these may only be synthesized using a fleet of formation flying satellites.
In this paper, we explore the feasibility of a novel interferometric technique, previously described in [7] , in which the available interferometric techniques are extended using satellite formation flight to further extend the achievable aperture sizes into such sizes that may not be achieved using single satellites. Two configurations applying this technique are simulated at 53 GHz, the lowest sounding frequency for the geostationary atmospheric sounder concepts, to explore the practical implications of formation flight interferometry.
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ The time is appropriate for discussing such a technique, since missions accomplished using satellite formation flight are now growing rapidly, giving rise to new experience and techniques for sustained formation flight. To list a few examples, Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) [8] and Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) [9] perform gravimetry with GRACE follow-on [10] planned, TerraSAR-X add-on for Digital Elevation Measurement (TanDEM-X) [11] performs bistatic radar, and the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) [12] is a planned gravitational wave antenna. The speed at which new precision formation flying technology is being demonstrated on nanosatellite platforms is especially worthy of attention [13] . The synthesis of microwave apertures has been in discussion as a possible application for satellite formation flight, and has been realized for active microwave missions with TanDEM-X. However, formation flight for passive aperture synthesis is still unprecedented, and this is the topic of this paper.
The significance of the proposed concept is in its capacity to synthesize microwave apertures of conceptually unconstrained size in space for the first time. The concept can be implemented at arbitrary microwave frequencies and arbitrary circular orbits for a variety of observables. In addition to geostationary atmospheric sounding, the technique may be applied to achieve unprecedented spatial resolution from lower orbits, or to extend the accessible frequencies into lower frequencies.
Section II introduces and develops the tools necessary to arrive at the suitable formation flight geometries. Section III applies these tools to size suitable constellations for geostationary atmospheric sounding. The simulated imaging performance of the concepts is presented in Section IV. The key result of this paper is the description of performance degradation due to the satellite relative position uncertainty, presented in Section IV-B. Section V then discusses these results.
II. MULTISATELLITE INTERFEROMETRIC RADIOMETRY
The purpose of radiometers is to map the brightness temperature of the observed scene at a specific microwave frequency so that useful meteorological information can be extracted from such maps. The diffraction limit defines the radiometer's angular spatial resolution as proportional to the ratio λ/D-the ratio between the instrument's center wavelength and its aperture size. This indictates that in order to place a radiometer on the geostationary orbit while maintaining the spatial resolution achievable from the low Earth orbit, an aperture approximately 50 times larger is required. The interferometric techniques demonstrated by MIRAS may be directly implemented with a multisatellite architecture to synthesize these apertures.
An interferometer maps the scene brightness using a set of antennas which use a common local oscillator. In the case of multisatellite interferometers, this must be a set of synchronized oscillators that reside in each satellite. The size of the synthesized aperture is determined by the interferometer's maximum baseline-the longest separation distance between the free-flying antennas. The baseline vector is defined between each pair of antennas, and it is the separation vector between the phase centers of these antennas normalized by the wavelength, with components [u, v, w] in the [x, y, z] spatial dimensions with the +z-axis pointing toward the target. Baseline vectors between free-flying elements must be continuously measured at high precision. Under these conditions, the signals observed by each pair of antennas are cross-correlated to produce a point-sample measurement of an intermediate quantity called the visibility map, located at the baseline vectors [u, v, w] . For a single polarization and a long enough integration time, the visibility measured between antennas 1 and 2 is related to the scene brightness temperature map as [14] , [15] 
for the modified brightness temperature map
where T B (ξ, η) is the brightness temperature map at the direction cosines [ξ, η], and T r is the physical temperature of both receivers, the contribution of which can be neglected for the purposes of this paper assuming the antennas are sufficiently separated [14] , [16] . 1,2 and F n1,2 are the beam solid angle and normalized voltage pattern, respectively, and r is the fringe-washing function. While this expression can be expanded to the full polarimetric formulation by following [15] , this paper uses the above simplified expression to explore the key properties of the proposed interferometers. The definition of the modified map is convenient, since with a planar array (w = 0) and negligible fringe-washing function (r = 1) [17] , (1) collapses to a spatial Fourier transform. Hence, the brightness temperature can be retrieved by applying variants of inverse Fourier transform to the measured visibility.
Visibility measured between all possible pairs of antennas produce the visibility sampling pattern of the interferometer. The shape and size of the sampling pattern are closely linked to the shape of the synthesized aperture, and are the key determinants of the imaging performance. A circular aperture provides equal spatial resolution in all directions [18] and this is achieved by mission concepts GAS and GIMS by physically rotating the array [5] , [6] . The size of the pattern reflects the size of the synthesized aperture, and consequently the angular resolution. Since the sampling pattern is determined by the geometry of the formation flight, this motivates the search for a suitable set of formation flight geometries.
To explore the effect of formation flight on the visibility sampling pattern, first consider the array geometry and its sampling pattern of the monolithic Y-shaped array as adopted by the MIRAS instrument, shown in Fig. 1 . The modification of this pattern by the addition of free-flying antenna elements is now explored. Given the Y-shaped array, we propose two types of free-flying antennas that may be introduced: the freeflying single antenna and the identical copy of the given array. The effects of these two cases are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 , respectively, and are now discussed.
A. Single-Element Companions
Given the distribution of antennas mounted on a single satellite, the addition of a single antenna at any distance away copies the geometry of the original array in the visibility sampling pattern at that distance. This is shown in Fig. 2 , where a Y-shaped set of visibility samples is introduced at the location of the single element. The advantage of this configuration is that these single elements may be flown on microsatellites that weigh a few tens of kilograms. Rotating the central array about the z-axis also rotates the geometry of the array in the visibility space about their respective centers, allowing circular visibility samples to be taken.
B. Array Duplication
Given an array of antennas, the introduction of an identical array at any distance copies of visibility sampling pattern of the individual array at the separation distance between the arrays. This is shown in Fig. 3 , where the separation of two identical Y-shaped arrays results in copies of the visibility samples separated at the same distance as between the arrays. The advantage to this configuration is its ability to synthesize larger apertures than the Single-Element Companion configuration, at the cost of constellation total mass. As with the first configuration, by rotating both arrays at the same direction and rate, both sampling patterns rotate about their respective centers.
III. FORMATION GEOMETRIES FOR GEOSTATIONARY ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDING
The above effects are now applied to find suitable formation configurations that synthesize a single large circular aperture. One scalable configuration is presented for each of the singleelement companions and the array duplication effects. The mission is sized with the following considerations in mind. First, 53 GHz is chosen as the radiometer's center frequency since this Oxygen band is employed on GeoSTAR, GAS, and GIMS, allowing direct comparison with these missions. Furthermore, the minimum baseline must be smaller than that specified by the Nyquist sampling criterion to avoid aliasing. This is
for alias-free full-width field of view θ AF and wavelength λ. The Earth is 17.4 • in diameter from the geostationary orbit, giving the minimum baseline of 3.29λ. A slightly smaller 3λ is chosen for the concepts to include the cold space in the field of view, with a total alias-free field of view of 19.1 • . These antennas are distributed along rotating booms. To adhere to currently feasible satellite structures, 4-m booms are chosen, as already operational on the MIRAS instrument. At 53 GHz, a boom of this length can accommodate 236 elements.
A. Single-Element Companion Concept
Applying the mechanism introduced in Section II-A, a set of Single-Element Companions are distributed around a rotating main array in such a way that circular samples, seen in Fig. 2 , align in a hexagonal grid to completely fill the visibility space without gaps. The intersatellite separation that allows this is √ 3R, where R is the boom length. At this separation, the hexagonally latticed circular samples touch one another without gaps, synthesizing the largest effective aperture. Larger separation will result in gaps between visibility samples, producing strong sidelobes, and smaller separation will result in redundant visibility overlap, leading to a smaller synthesized aperture. The result is shown in Fig. 4(a) , in the nine-companion configuration. Each companion element (labeled A to I) produces a pair of visibility samples with all elements in the central array. The samples shown in Fig. 4(b) shows the visibility sample at one instant. By rotating the central array, each of these Y-shaped samples rotate about their centers, allowing each Y-shaped sample to obtain a circular visibility sample, as shown in Fig. 4(c) , labeled with the companion satellite that produces these samples. The overlap Rotating Y-shaped interferometer flies in formation with nine microsatellites, each carrying single antenna elements A to I (a). At a single instant the visibility is sampled in line segments (b). Rotation of the central array leads to a circular effective aperture, the diameter of which is 3.6 times the length of the arms (c). Visibility samples at 53 GHz. of these circular samples produces the effective aperture, shown in the large circle. Visibility samples outside of this area are ignored to minimize sidelobes. The resulting maximum baseline, which is the effective aperture diameter, is 3.6 times the boom length for the ninecompanion option, producing an effective aperture of 14.4 m. This can be scaled larger by employing more companion satellites. Shown in Fig. 5 is an 18-companion variant of the concept with 20.0-m aperture, and larger constellations are listed in Table I . Also shown in the table are the total number of antenna pairs, which will determine the number of complex cross-correlators required per channel.
In the Single-Element Companion concept, only the central samples are redundant, leading to the relatively small number of required correlators. As a result, the sensitivity of this concept suffers, as shown in the last column of Table I , where the total integration time required for 1 K radiometric resolution is listed. This is further discussed in Section V.
B. Array Duplicate Concept
The second concept employs a constellation of six rotating two-boom interferometers flying in a triangular formation. For this particular formation, the two-boom configuration allows for a larger aperture than the Y-shaped arrays. The intersatellite distance in this concept is 2 √ 3R, which allows the circular visibility samples to overlap when the arrays are rotated, as shown in Fig. 6 . Despite the dissimilarity in array configuration, the resultant visibility sampling pattern is identical to the first concept, as shown in Fig. 8 . This concept requires that all arrays rotate synchronously and the effective aperture is much larger at 28.8 m compared to the first concept at 14.4 m for the same boom length.
An important difference to the Single-Element Companion concept is the presence of redundant intersatellite baselines, which is absent in the former configuration. As shown in Fig. 6(c) , the instantaneous visibility samples A can now be sampled independently by each individual array, resulting in five redundant measurements. Similarly, visibility samples B are sampled between arrays a and b, arrays f and a, and arrays e and c, resulting in two redundant measurements, and likewise for baselines C and D. Each of E and above has no redundant measurements for the nine-satellite formation. These redundant measurements represent sixfold increase in available signal integration time for A and threefold for B-D, resulting in a significant improvement in radiometric resolution as discussed in Section IV-C. These redundancies also improve the array's tolerance to the uncertainties in the measured baseline vectors, as demonstrated in Section IV-B. The redundant baselines mean that a large number of correlators are needed; however, these can be distributed between all satellites.
The triangular constellation is also scalable for larger effective apertures. Shown in Fig. 7 is the nine-satellite variant of the constellation, and the scaling up to the 18-satellite configuration is summarized in Table II listing effective aperture and achievable spatial resolution, as well as the total number of antenna pairs.
IV. SIMULATING ARRAY PERFORMANCE
To understand the challenges behind the concepts proposed above, their performances are now characterized by means of simulation. The parameters we explore are the arrays' spatial resolution and radiometric resolution, taking into account visibility thermal noise, spatial decorrelation, and baseline error due to the uncertainties in satellite relative position measurement. To find these parameters, the retrieved brightness temperature map is found for a given input map, by simulating the array forward and back. The array is first simulated "forward" to find the measured visibility for an input brightness temperature map by solving (1). The input map is a function of the fringe-washing function, and assuming a rectangular passband the fringe-washing function is a sinc functionr 
where W = B/ f 0 is the relative bandwidth. This is then modified following (2) and applied to (1) where the fringewashing term can now be removed. In practice, (1) is executed using fast Fourier transform (FFT). The modified input map is zero-padded and transformed, giving an oversampled visibility map in a rectangular grid. The visibility samples are then taken by interpolating the sampling pattern (Fig. 8 ) within this map, and the effect of outof-plane deviation w is approximated as constant phase errors in the individual antennas as performed in [20] . The individual antenna voltage pattern F n and beamwidth are modeled after the horn antennas applied on the GeoSTAR demonstrator [16] linearly scaled to our 3λ separation such that = 0.211 sr. Circular symmetry is assumed for the beam about its boresight with no pointing errors and all antennas are identical. Receiver bandwidth and noise temperature are also modeled after the GeoSTAR demonstrator.
To simulate the array "backward," the brightness map is retrieved by inverting these visibility measurements. Had the visibility been measured in a regular Cartesian grid, such as rectangular or hexagonal grids, the inverse FFT could have been used [17] . With the proposed rotating arrays, however, the sampling grid is not Cartesian. The proposed sampling pattern is a variant of a polar grid, such that samples are taken at a regular radial and angular intervals-and therefore at regular time intervals. With such strategy, an interlaced polar distribution emerges, as shown in Fig. 8 . The visibility samples are then directly inverted with a slower discrete method, following:
whereT B is the recovered brightness temperature map for N visibility samples, V m is the mth visibility sample at its baseline vector [u m , v m , w m ]. While, in practice, faster algorithms will be needed especially for the larger arrays (e.g., non-uniform fast Fourier transform [21] , [22] or pseudo-polar fast Fourier transform [23] , [24] ), the method is chosen in this paper to avoid errors associated with visibility resampling and gridding. This allows us to isolate the effect of array distortion as an error source in Section IV-B. W m is the windowing function applied to reduce the strength of the sidelobes and improve the efficiency of the beam, therefore improving the interferometer's sensitivity. In this case, the Blackman window is used as applied on MIRAS, defined as follows [25] :
where ρ m = (u 2 m + v 2 m ) 1/2 /b max and b max is the maximum baseline and effective aperture listed in Tables I and II . This window significantly reduces sidelobe levels at the cost of poorer angular resolution.
S m is the density taper weighting function and is equivalent to the differential area dudv in an inverse Fourier transform operation. For regular grids, the sample density is constant, however, for the proposed grid as shown in Fig. 8 , this must be computed for each visibility sample. For the proposed sampling pattern, S m is a product of two components, as follows:
where S ma accounts for the polar distribution of the samples, and S mb accounts for the overlaps between these polar samples. S ma is found as S ma = r m δr δθ (9) where r m is the radial distance of the visibility samples to the centers of the circular samples, not the origin of the visibility, δr is the radial distance between successive visibility samples, and δθ is the angular distance between visibility samples. Where these polar grids overlap, the weighting for these visibility samples must be divided by two
, in overlap zone 1, otherwise.
Density taper S of the proposed array is shown in Fig. 8 . Using Blackman windowing, the normalized beam pattern, i.e., the array factor of the nine-companion Single-Element Companion concept is simulated at 53 GHz. The size of the array is summarized in Table III . The beam pattern is shown in Fig. 9(b) , and the beam performance is shown in Table IV . The inner circle in Fig. 9(b) shows the full width at half-maximum beamwidth at 16.7 km diameter, and the outer circle shows the first null at 40.8 km diameter, both circular due to the circular windowing function. The hexagonal pattern of sidelobes is caused by the discontinuities defined in (10) at the boundaries between the overlapping regions, as well as the zeros present in (9), both of which have hexagonal symmetry. Given this beam, the CLEAN algorithm is applied to the raw reconstructed image to reduce brightness retrieval errors to an acceptable level [26] , [27] .
A. Performance of the Retrieval Algorithm
We now simulate the ideal performance of the arrays and find the quantization error of the retrieval algorithm. The nine-companion Single-Element Companion array is simulated without the presence of satellite relative position uncertainty and with infinite integration time. For the purposes of this paper, the test input image has been derived from GOES13 imagery data, rescaled in brightness such that brightness temperature is between 250 and 350 K, and cold sky brightness temperature is 2.73 K. While this test image, shown in Fig. 9(a) , does not fully represent the brightness temperature map at 53 GHz, it does enable the verification of the interferometer spatial resolution. Following the procedure previously described, the array is simulated forward and back, producing the retrieved brightness temperature map.
The raw output is shown in Fig. 9 (c) with a spatial resolution of 16.7 km at 53 GHz. Note the smearing at the horizon due to decorrelation, and the negative ring which marks the boundary to the first alias, beyond which the texture of the Earth alias is visible. Since the raw image is the input image convolved with the dirty beam, shown in Fig. 9(b) , the CLEAN algorithm is used to deconvolve the raw image to reduce the error, as described in [26] and [27] . The array factor is used in conjunction with a priori knowledge (horizon location, and the average brightness temperature of the Earth and the cold sky) to iteratively clean the raw image until the rms of the residual within the alias-free field of view falls under a specified value. Note that the rotating arrays produce circular alias-free field of view. The result is then smoothed with a Blackman low-pass filter. The deconvolved result is shown Fig. 9(d) , with threshold residual of 0.001 K. Fig. 9 (e) shows the retrieval error-the difference between the retrieved map and the weighted-average version of the input image T f B passed through a Blackman low-pass filter with equal interferometer beamwidth. The rms within the inner circle is 0.01 K, dominated by artifacts which are likely the result of operating within a circular field of view in a rectangular grid. This contribution is negligible compared to other expected sources of error.
The Array Duplicate concept produces an exactly identical visibility sampling pattern, and subsequently its beam is also identical to that of the Single-Element Companion concept, using the same inversion algorithm followed by the CLEAN process.
B. Effects of Satellite Relative Position Uncertainty
The visibility inversion process as described in (6) requires the correct knowledge of the baseline vectors (u, v, w), which are the relative separations between antenna phase centers. With free-flying antenna elements, this must be continuously measured, and uncertainties will be a major source of error in the retrieved brightness temperature map. This is now taken into account by simulating the array output with random errors in satellite relative position measurement of various magnitudes, assuming infinite integration time and arrays free of distortion, and attitude error. Errors of 0.01λ, 0.1λ and 1λ are included when simulating the array forward, and the map is retrieved using the error-free nominal baseline vectors, from which the retrieval error is found in the same manner as in Section IV-A.
Representative simulation results for the nine-companion Single-Element Companion concept (Concept 1) and the sixsatellite Array Duplicate concept (Concept 2) are shown in Fig. 10 . Since the result depends on the stochastic measurement errors, the simulation is run ten times and the average result is shown Table V. All outputs are processed by the CLEAN algorithm with 0.005 K as the threshold residual, which should allow us to reach the noise floor due to quantization. To allow direct comparison between the SingleElement Companion and the Array Duplicate concepts, the two concepts are simulated at equal spatial resolution of 16.7 km, by reducing the boom-length of the Array Duplicate option from 4 to 2 m.
It can be immediately seen that the out-of-plane errors have a larger impact than in-plane errors in both concepts, showing that intersatellite ranging techniques must be sensitive to out-of-plane deviations. It can also be seen that the Array Duplicate concept is more robust against this type of baseline errors due to the presence of redundant intersatellite baselines.
It is important to note that the cause of these errors is the uncertainties in the knowledge of the intersatellite relative positions, and not the presence of errors in the position itself. To demonstrate this, another simulation has been run where the satellites are dislocated by 3.5λ, but their positions are exactly known. The resultant errors, shown in Fig. 10 (e) and (f), are at the noise floor of the retrieval algorithm.
C. Radiometric Resolution
The expected radiometric resolutions of the two proposed concepts are now estimated by finding the expected variance in the output. The standard deviation of the retrieved brightness temperature map is given as follows [16] :
for all nonredundant visibility samples, where σ V r and σ V i are the standard deviation of the real and imaginary components of the measured visibility samples, respectively. These are given as [28] , [29] 
for integration time τ where T A is the antenna temperature in response to the scene, which is found by solving (1) at the visibility origin. T R is the receiver noise temperature at 250 K, and B is the predetection bandwidth at 400 MHz. Assuming 1-bit × 1-bit correlator at 2B frequency, η q is 2.46. [28] Redundant visibility samples are averaged and, given the sufficient antenna separation, may be assumed uncorrelated. In this case, the variance of these measurements are reduced by the number of redundancies [28] , [30] . Given the above, it is found that the three-element SingleElement Companion concept would require more than an hour to achieve 1 K resolution, whereas the three-satellite Array Duplicate concept requires 37 min. For larger arrays, the results are listed in Tables I and II . This result is mostly due to the absence of intersatellite baseline redundancy in the Single-Element Companion concept. The concept scales much more rapidly than the Array Duplicate, since the number of baselines scales linearly with the number of companions, rather than by the square as with the Array Duplicates. The rotating design of the interferometer also plays a major role, as it allows each visibility sample only a small fraction of the total integration time, which are 0.2% and 0.13% for the two concepts, respectively.
V. DISCUSSION

A. Satellite Relative Position Tracking Requirements
The main result of this paper is the quantification of the required precision in the measurement of intersatellite relative position for formation flight interferometry. The consequences of measurement uncertainty have been simulated and summarized in Table V , and the results suggest that precision of a few percent of the wavelength is required for a viable interferometer. At the proposed 53-GHz center frequency, this corresponds to a few tens of micrometers, and this is required not only in ranging measurements, but in all three axes.
While this result is certainly challenging, it is just within reach of the current state of the art in intersatellite ranging and precision micro-Newton propulsion systems. In a separate study, the combination of GRAIL ranging instrument and the drag-free propulsion system on board LISA pathfinder has been simulated in a closed feedback loop to show that the combination can maintain a stable formation under geostationary orbital perturbation forces, and the resultant 3σ in the measured relative position is 64 μm [31] .
As the interest in formation flying is rapidly growing, specifically designed future systems will materialize these figures. The upcoming Proba-3 mission will demonstrate 1σ measurement accuracy of 21 μm in the lateral direction and 30 μm in ranging at 150-m intersatellite separation [32] . Future formation flying telescope missions require 1-5 μm control accuracy in the lateral direction, and so far, 1σ of 150 μm has been demonstrated on ground at 300-m distance [33] .
B. Decorrelation Effects
The proposed arrays face extreme decorrelation effects at the edge of field of view due to the very long baselines. For the nine-companion Single Element Companion concept, the maximum expected signal path delay is 8 ns with the ninesatellite Single-Element Companion concept, which means with 400-MHz bandwidth, the amplitude loss at the edge of field of view is 1−|sinc(3.2)| = 95%. The loss in the visibility signal at the longest baselines is 6 dBK, which corresponds to the loss in SNR. The loss of spatial resolution in the radial direction is found as [25] 
At the edge of field of view (ζ = 0.172), this is 42 km from the geostationary orbit, which is more than twice the interferometer's spatial resolution, listed in Tables I and II. The area in which the interferometer's spatial resolution is achievable is shown in Fig. 9(f) . This area can be increased by reducing the bandwidth or by "band-slicing" techniques [34] . However, both of these techniques are challenging as the sensitivity of the concepts are low, and the number of correlators required are already very large, as listed in Tables I and II . Slicing the bands would be impractical for the larger arrays as it would require 10 or more partitions.
An alternative approach is to introduce instrumental delays in order to move the center of spatial smearing to areas of higher importance, which can be modified during the mission. Fig. 9 (f) also shows an area shifted to the northern hemisphere where the interferometer's spatial resolution is preserved.
C. Sensitivity and Integration Time
Due to the rotating design and minimal baseline redundancy, the radiometric resolution of both concepts is limited. The most sensitive configuration, as shown in Tables I and II, requires 37 min to resolve 1 K for 15-km spatial resolution. The Array Duplicate concept generally performs much better than the Single-Element Companion concept and suggests a relatively minor improvement would be sufficient, e.g., addition of antennas and pixel averaging. The Single-Element Companion concept, on the other hand, is especially sparse and a major innovation is necessary, or the rotating design may need to be replaced with a solid hexagonal central array. For applications where 1 K resolution is sufficient, methods for tracking the evolving atmosphere described in [35] may be directly applied for an immediate result.
VI. CONCLUSION
A novel interferometric radiometer concept using satellite formation flight has been presented, and this has been applied to geostationary atmospheric sounding at 53 GHz to show its practical implications. The concept introduces the capacity to synthesize apertures of conceptually unconstrained size in space for the first time. In addition to geostationary applications, such capability may be applied to achieve unprecedented spatial resolution at lower orbits, or to extend the accessible frequencies into lower frequency radio waves.
Two variants of the radiometer concept have been explored. The first is the Single-Element Companion concept with a rotating Y-shaped interferometer flying in formation with several companion microsatellites, achieving apertures of 14.4 m and larger. The second is the Array Duplicate concept with several identical satellites flying in formation, which can synthesize apertures of 28.8 m and larger. These aperture sizes represent twofold and fourfold improvement to the 7-m aperture synthesized by SMOS, and can be further increased by increasing the number of satellites.
The effect of uncertainties in the measured satellite relative position has been simulated and presented in Section IV-B. The arrays are found highly sensitive to this uncertainty, where errors as small as one tenth of the wavelength can result in up to 1.2 K error in the retrieved brightness temperature. This means micrometer-level intersatellite ranging is instrumental to the proposed concept at 53 GHz. The presence of redundant intersatellite baselines improves the array's robustness against this effect, where the Array Duplicate concept shows an error of 0.5 K rms at 0.1λ deviation.
While these requirements have already been met on groundbased demonstrations and will be soon on the Proba-3 mission, the more pressing challenge is in the interferometer's radiometric resolution. The Single-Element Companion concept is especially sparse and is not sensitive enough for atmospheric sounding in the current configuration. The Array Duplicate concept, on the other hand, is much more sensitive and the formation flight of three satellites requires 37 min for 1 K resolution. The challenge then is in implementing the large number of correlators in the order of 10 6 -10 7 antenna pairs.
